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▶ 4-Year, private university in Lakewood, CO

▶ Student FTE – Approximately 7,300

▶ ERP — Ellucian Colleague

▶ Softdocs customer since spring 2018

▶ Utilizing Etrieve Forms and Etrieve Flow TIFFANY TAYLOR 
ENTERPRISE APPLICATION ANALYST II, 

COLORADO CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

We started with just one school using Etrieve electronic 
forms and workflows. Then word spread of the 
real efficiency gains and measurable time-savings 
realized. You can now find Etrieve being used in almost 
every school on campus, HR, Financial Aid, and the 
Registrar’s office. Every process is faster with Etrieve.
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CCU Puts Student Outcomes at the Forefront of  
Process Improvement
Colorado Christian University has always featured both a traditional student body and an 
even larger online population, leading to an imperative to move away from cumbersome 
paper forms and slow, manual processes. 
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I think there was some real skepticism with staff on campus that this would 
actually make a difference. Those same folks now find Etrieve indispensable.

BRIAN HILL 
Enterprise Applications Manager, Colorado Christian University

BRIAN HILL 
Enterprise Applications Manager, Colorado Christian University

The amount of hours we have reclaimed and the cool things we  
have been able to do within adjunct contracts alone have made our 
move to Etrieve well worth it. But obviously we aren’t stopping there.

Recognizing that the school’s mission and future success were both based on positive 
student outcomes, CCU concentrated its e-forms and workflow rollout around areas tied 
to the student. Within student success and the registrar, the advisor was included in every 
workflow to improve visibility and facilitate advisor follow-up.  Even when expanding  
Etrieve to other departments, emphasis remained on the student:

▶ Security — facilitates parking permits and bike registrations

▶ Health Services — tracks immunizations 

▶ HR — manages entire student employment process 

INTEGRATION WITH ELLUCIAN COLLEAGUE: MAKING PROCESSES FASTER,  
DATA CONSISTENT

▶ Prepopulation of electronic forms fields, reducing data entry time and risk of errors.  

▶ Ability to limit field responses based on available information (i.e. — add/drop forms  
only show courses that are still within the add/drop window) makes form completion 
easier for the student and reduces staff validation time.

ADJUNCT FACULTY CONTRACTS MOVE FROM TEDIOUS TO EXPEDITIOUS.

Using Etrieve, CCU automated a procedure which handled over 700 adjunct contracts/
semester.  This included updating data at multiple touchpoints, providing information to 
Colleague based on custom tables and facilitating provisional approval routing. The result 
is a savings of over 80 hours/semester for payroll alone, with scheduling also realizing 
significant process efficiency gains.


